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Context 
 

 
 

In the month of july 2021 group decided to go back to Bhopal for the workshop. But due 

to Corona it was again hard to travel because still the things outside was not working 

normally like travelling in train and flights.We decided instead of travel we organised 

online meeting with Bhopal Group. 

We started online workshop meeting from Creacting India Bodhgaya  days online session. 
 
 

 

Preparation 

Workshop Phase – 3 online

(02nd/08/2021-07th/08/2021)



 
After our online meeting with Asha Frankfurt and Muskan Bhopal on 18th july we finalised 

the date of online workshop.So we finalize the date together to start online workshop from 

2nd Aug till 7th Aug ( 10:30 am to 02:30 pm ). 

Before starting the workshop we had to select two leaders from Bhopal Theater group 

because someoone had to be there for leading. So I and Vinod decided to ask Jitu and Prity 

for leader. 

As group was big and we were also not there so we started to trained Jitu and Prity for the 

workshop. 

We planned with jitu and Prity to meet everyday after the workshop for knowing 

feedback about the day and also for next day planning. 

 

 This time our objectives were.- 

 

• Developing self confidence in leading. 

• Increasing there thinking ability. 

• Introducing presence in the workshop. 

• Improving creativity. 

 

We asked Brajesh and Palav to provide internet and laptop to them for the prepration of the 

workshop with us. . Brajesh and Palav were the person who were managing everything 

during this project. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

first day of the Prepration ( Jitu,Prity,Palav with Abhishek and Vinod ) 
 



01st August 2021 (first day of workshop prepration) 

 
We started our Zoom call at 2pm with jitu , prity and palav. Jitu and Prity were already knowing 

that they had to start the workshop as a leader everyday. After greetings each other we started 

with making plan for next day . Our two new fresh leaders were so happy to start their new 

possibility. we explained them all the things what they have to do full weak and how. we trained 

them how the leaders lead the groups. we also made concept together with them.  

so after prepration we said each other bye with so many good wishes. 
 

 

02nd August 
 

 

 

Before the starting of workshop we connected with full  group together with Jitu and Prity and 

Given them best wishes for the workshop. After than workshop started. 

After the workshop we started our call with jitu annd prity together with Christian. they told first 

day was hard for them to start because group was not on time and also they were not so much 

intrested.  

But we heard first their experinces and than we gave them idea about How will group come in 

We told them to be more friendly as a leader while leading. 

And than we started with next day planning. 

 

 
 

 

 

We  planned to meet everyday ( 3rd,4th,5th and 6th august )On same time for making concept 

and also for knowing process together with Christian. 

 



7th August 2021 
 

This was the last day of the workshop so  we were so much excited about to meet full group and 

to know their process but after long waiting we knew that group planned to go together for the 

sightscene after the workshop so we started our last round 2 hours later. Christian had diffrent 

appointment so he told give wishes from my side to everyone behalf of him. 

we started with group video call and they were really happy like other days. 

we talked about today and also about full week. it was good and also some time so cute to hear 

their opinion. 

we gave all of them our virtual hug and wishes for succsessful workshop. 

 

 

But they all were asking to come to Bodhgaya for next workshop and we are looking forward to 

invite them. 

 
 

 

 




